Notebook Thirty-Five (1949-56) continued: Federation of Republican Women; remarks at Bristol, Virginia; "Under Which King?"; "The Man from Illinois" (February 1952); remarks to the Illinois Society (1/30/54); "The Man and the Instrument" (1954); remarks in Danville (1953); remarks to the Republican Finance Committee (2/4/54); incomplete notes; remarks to the Chicago Traffic Club (1/10/52); incomplete notes on the 1956 political situation; Ukrainians; remarks at Freuhauf in Cleveland (2/18/54); "The Cabinet" (3/4/54); remarks to the John Ericsson League, Joliet (3/5/54); remarks to the Irish Fellowship League, Chicago (3/17/53); notes on the Chavez-Hurley Senate contest (1954); radio, "International Materials Conference"; remarks, "International Sugar Agreement"; remarks to the Swedish Old Peoples' Home Picnic, Chicago (7/18/54); radio, "The Korean Ulcer" (April 1952); clipping; testimonial dinner remarks (1954); commencement remarks (1954); remarks to the Quincy Industrial Association; outline for television program (January 1953); report to the President on Dirksen's Asian trip (July 1953); notes on the Mutual Security Authorization Bill (1953); remarks at Alton 1953); report on national affairs; "Back on the Beam"; notes on Dutch Elm disease; Dirksen's remarks upon his return from Korea (July 1953); "Letter to a Constituent"; "Would You-Destroy a Winning Team?"; remarks to "More in Fifty Four Luncheon" (1/19/52); remarks to the national committee (4/10/53); remarks on the state of the union to Illinois bankers (10/7/53); remarks to Kiwanis, Edgewater (10/6/53); notes on health insurance; "Big Business Brains in Government"; Paxton dedication (10/1/53); television outline, Chattanooga (1954); broadcast, "An Appraisal of the 83rd Congress" (8/21/54); remarks to the Harvard American Legion (9/28/53), the Springfield Manufacturers Association (9/21/53), Chicago precinct captains (10/15/53), and the Bloomington Chamber of Commerce (1/29/53); notes on the salary commission bill (1/9/53); "The Issues of 1952"; "The Issue is Peace"; "The Sheriff or the Undertaker"; "State of the Union" (1954); remarks to the National Coal Association (10/20/53), at Long-Beach (10/29/53); "Modern Jonah"; remarks to the Republican National Finance Committee (8/12-13/53); remarks on the state of the nation; remarks to Woodworking Jobbers; Eureka dedication; remarks in New Jersey (1953), to the Illinois Welfare Association, at the American Founders Convention (9/18/52), to Peoria realtors and Somonauk plumbers (9/16-17/53); "The World and You"; Peoria Shrine anniversary; DAV anniversary; "After Thirty-Six Months" (1952); "Unhappy Warriors" (1952); "Analysis of Confusion" (1952); clipping; "The Pattern of 1956" (10/17/56); broadcast, "Distressed Areas" (2/11/56); broadcast, "Foreign Aid" (7/8/56); remarks to the Tennessee Federation of Republican Women, Knoxville (11/28/55); "There is a Cause" (1956); remarks to Young Republicans, Chicago (5/12/56); "Legacy"; DeKalb centennial (6/14/56); "To Re-examine Conclusions Now and Then"; "Fluospar"; notes on the Ellender amendments to defense bill, civil rights, dividends (1956), civil service retirement fund; "Our Times" (1956); remarks to Republican women (1956), to the Illinois Bankers Convention (2/23/56); notes on the Bank Holding Company bill; remarks to the Illinois